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Microbial Fuel Cell Reactor 
 

 
Overview 
A relatively new technology, many microbial fuel cells that have 
been created are very expensive or too small. So our sponsor 
tasked us with creating a fuel cell that was at a larger scale and 
as low cost as possible to analyze the power output. Hopefully, 
our results would help implement this technology into a self sustaining waste water treatment plant. 
 

 
Objectives 
Our objectives for this project were design, build and test a microbial fuel cell reactor and analyze the 
removal of waste through the reactor and the power that is produced. 
 
 

Approach 
 Acquired customer needs and requirements by talking to our sponsor and setting up weekly 

meetings to talk about the project. 

 Reviewed other products and research to help us with a better understanding and to see what types 
of fuel cells work. 

 Generated 3 concepts and was able to select one of them by talking to our sponsors 

 Generated a Solidworks model  

 Created 2 prototypes, one using charcoal as a major substance, but after failure from using the 
charcoal another prototype was created using carbon cloth to replace the charcoal. 

 Tested prototype by recording voltage values and taking samples of influent and effluent of the fuel 
cell 

 Testing was done in batches and over a continuous flow over a 2 day period 

 Our model was validated by producing an average of 100 mV and generating about 70-80% COD 
removal. 
 

 

Outcomes 
 Our results found that using charcoal or 

another erodible substance is not suitable 
for long term use 

 The reactor is able to save 1 kW/hr per 1 
kg of water to clean water and is able to 
produce energy rather than use energy 

 COD removal performance met 
expectations. Power production was lower 
than hoped but could be explained 
through the use of cheaper materials.  


